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Alcoholics Anonymous offers a one day at a time 12 Step program and the experience of their

Fellowship to help alcoholics recover from our hopeless state of mind and body. Freedom From

Bondage—One Day At A Time In A.A. is one alcoholic’s personal journey in recovery through a

series of reflections on my own alcoholism, alcoholism and addiction generally, the alcoholic

mind, A.A. and the program of recovery, A.A. and God, and the meaning of a spiritual life. We

alcoholics have common problems, and a common solution. Our experiences are unique, but

they often overlap. They can be used to help others, as I hope mine will help another. Alex M. is

a long-time recovered member of Alcoholics Anonymous who has written six books about A.A.

with a focus on how to recover in A.A. regardless of one’s religious or spiritual beliefs. His other

five books about A.A. are: Practice These Principles—Daily Meditations on the 12 Step

Principles of A.A., Here Are The Steps We Took—How to Complete the 12 Steps of A.A. in

Eight Sessions, Design For Living—Daily Meditations on the 12 Steps of A.A. for Atheists &

Agnostics, Daily Reprieve—A.A. for Atheists & Agnostics, a daily meditation book on the Big

Book of Alcoholics Anonymous, and the lighthearted Gods of Our Misunderstanding In A.A.—

Not Just for Atheists & Agnostics.

A valuable insight into the life and teachings of a modern-day Daoist meditation master living in

Taiwan. Snippets of wisdom, instruction, and illustrative stories emphasize the potential of

Daoist meditation. -- Cindy Engel PhD, author of Wild Health, and Qigong instructorIt's always

good news when some Daoist wisdom is shared with the world. This practical teaching is

useful for all: that is what I found in the book Climbing the Steps to Qingcheng Mountain.

Whoever you are, whatever you do, you will feel better with some Daoist practices, that is a

fact! -- Serge Augier, heir of the Daxuan Daoist Tradition --This text refers to the paperback

edition.Book DescriptionOffers a glimpse into the life of Wang Yun, Daoist master, and a

practical manual for physical health and mental balance --This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorWang Yun is a Daoist master and a Buddhist lineage holder of multiple

schools, as well as a successful teacher and author and sought-after public speaker, in Taiwan

and Asia. He has published dozens of bestsellers in the fields of health, spirituality, history,

religion and Chinese literature. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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FREEDOM FROM BONDAGEFREEDOM FROM BONDAGEONE DAY AT A TIME IN

A.A.ALEX M.Copyright © 2020 by Alex M.All rights reservedAt present, our membership is

increasing at the rate of about seven per cent a year. So far, upon the total problem of several

million actual and potential alcoholics in the world, we have made only a scratch. In all

probability, we shall never be able to touch more than a fair fraction of the alcohol problem in all

its ramifications. Upon therapy for the alcoholic himself, we surely have no monopoly. Yet it is

our great hope that all those who have as yet found no answer may begin to find one in the

pages of this book and will presently join us on the high road to a new freedom.Big Book,

Foreword, p.xxiThis is the how and the why of it. First of all, we had to quit playing God. It didn’t

work. Next, we decided that hereafter in this drama of life, God was going to be our Director.

He is the Principal; we are His agents. He is the Father, and we are His children. Most Good

ideas are simple, and this concept was the keystone of the new and triumphant arch through

which we passed to freedom.Big Book, How It Works, p.62God, I offer myself to Thee—to build

with me and to do with me as Thou wilt. Relieve me of the bondage of self, that I may better do

Thy will. Take away my difficulties, that victory over them may bear witness to those I would

help of Thy Power, Thy Love, and Thy Way of life. May I do Thy will always!Big Book, Third

Step Prayer, p.63Returning home we find a place where we can be quiet for an hour, carefully

reviewing what we have done. We thank God from the bottom of our heart that we know Him

better. Taking this book down from our shelf we turn to the page which contains the twelve

steps. Carefully reading the first five proposals we ask if we have omitted anything, for we are

building an arch through which we shall walk a free man at last. Is our work solid so far? Are

the stones properly in place? Have we skimped on the cement put into the foundation? Have

we tried to make mortar without sand?Big Book, Into Action, p.75If we are painstaking about

this phase of our development, we will be amazed before we are half way through. We are

going to know a new freedom and a new happiness. We will not regret the past nor wish to

shut the door on it. We will comprehend the word serenity and we will know peace. No matter

how far down the scale we have gone, we will see how our experience can benefit others. That

feeling of uselessness and self-pity will disappear. We will lose interest in selfish things and

gain interest in our fellows. Self-seeking will slip away. Our whole attitude and outlook upon life

will change. Fear of people and of economic insecurity will leave us. We will intuitively know

how to handle situations which used to baffle us. We will suddenly realize that God is doing for

us what we could not do for ourselves.Big Book, Ninth Step Promises, p.84What used to be

the hunch or the occasional inspiration gradually becomes a working part of the mind. Being

still inexperienced and having just made conscious contact with God, it is not probable that we

are going to be inspired at all times. We might pay for this presumption in all sorts of absurd

actions and ideas. Nevertheless, we find that our thinking will, as time passes, be more and

more on the plane of inspiration. We come to rely upon it. We usually conclude the period of

meditation with a prayer that we be shown all through the day what our next step is to be, that

we be given whatever we need to take care of such problems. We ask especially for freedom

from self-will, and are careful to make no request for ourselves only. We may ask for ourselves,

however, if others will be helped. We are careful never to pray for our own selfish ends. Many of

us have wasted a lot of time doing that and it doesn’t work. You can easily see why.Big Book,

Into Action, p.87About the time of the beer experiment I was thrown in with a crowd of people

(Oxford Group) who attracted me because of their seeming poise, health, and happiness. They

spoke with great freedom from embarrassment, which I could never do, and they seemed very



much at ease on all occasions and appeared very healthy. More than these attributes, they

seemed to be happy. I was self-conscious and ill at ease most of the time, my health was at the

breaking point, and I was thoroughly miserable. I sensed they had something I did not have,

from which I might readily profit. I learned that it was something of a spiritual nature, which did

not appeal to me very much, but I thought it could do no harm. I gave the matter much time

and study for the next two and a half years, but still got tight every night nevertheless.Big Book,

Dr. Bob’s Nightmare, p.171Every newcomer in Alcoholics Anonymous is told, and soon realizes

for himself, that his humble admission of powerlessness over alcohol is his first step toward

liberation from its paralyzing grip. So it is that we first see humility as a necessity. But this is the

barest beginning. To get completely away from our aversion to the idea of being humble, to

gain a vision of humility as the avenue to true freedom of the human spirit, to be willing to work

for humility as something to be desired for itself, takes most of us a long, long time. A whole

lifetime geared to self-centeredness cannot be set in reverse all at once. Rebellion dogs our

every step at first.Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, Step Seven, p.72PREFACEAfter I came

into A.A. in 2006, received my only 24 hour chip and completed the 12 Steps with my sponsor,

he asked me how I was going to repay A.A. for my sobriety and new found way of life. I said my

primary purpose was to try to carry the message of hope and recovery to other alcoholics. He

asked “How?”I rattled off the usual list of service work I was doing: going to meetings to share

my experience, strength and hope, helping my home group with their service projects,

sponsoring other alcoholics and taking them through the 12 Steps, volunteering for local

Intergroup service committee work, and trying to practice the 12 Step principles as best I could

in my daily affairs.He then suggested I consider if I had any special skills I could use to aid my

fellows. For example, did I speak any foreign language I might use to help non-English

speaking alcoholics? Did I know sign language which might help the deaf alcoholic? Did I have

experience with prison or rehabilitation facilities? “Think outside the box,” he said, and “put any

other talents you have to good use for the Fellowship.”I truly thought my sponsor was a bit

batty. I was no crusading saint, and thought it was enough for me just to stay sober, attend

meetings and sponsor other men. However, I did do as he suggested.Although now retired,

during my professional career I was an Internal Medicine physician who actually made house

calls. I thought about our A.A. members who were shut-ins, or could not get to a meeting

because of some temporary medical situation such as being in the hospital or nursing home

after surgery, or who had a stroke or some other medical condition. Why couldn’t a few of us

get together and make a “house call” by taking an A.A. meeting to them? I was reminded of Bill

W. and Dr. Bob carrying their message to Bill Dotson, A.A. #3 and the “man in the bed” at City

Hospital in Akron.So a few of us started an Intergroup Accessibility Committee hosted program

where we would visit those who were unable to attend their regular meetings. Making those

A.A. house calls through the years has been enormous fun for all involved.After a few more

years in A.A., I noticed that many newcomers I met were not Christian or had no belief in God.

Some were atheist, some agnostic, some freethinkers, and some were members of other

faiths. A few had so much trouble with the God-will-get-you-sober language in the Big Book

that they fled A.A., never to return.As a lifelong atheist myself, I could empathize with their

plight, and hated seeing them leave because I was able to get sober in A.A. without God. It was

not easy, but I found that I could use the spiritual principles of the 12 Steps as my “Higher

Power” rather than a religious figurehead.I wondered how could I better reach out to those non-

God alcoholics. I knew I was a terrible A.A. speaker and had no gift of gab which would launch

me on the A.A. speaker circuit to spread a broader message of recovery to all who sought

it.However, I was an English Major in college and had written for pleasure all my life. Perhaps I



could write a book about A.A. which might help encourage atheists and agnostics to give A.A. a

fair try before making a rash decision to leave.And so it started. I try to carry the message

through the written word. I try to share my experience of how anyone, regardless of their

religious or spiritual beliefs, can get sober in A.A. through the guidance of our 12 Step program

and support of our Fellowship.Freedom From Bondage—One Day At A Time In A.A. is one

alcoholic’s personal journey in recovery expressed through a series of sections on Alcoholism

and Addiction, The Alcoholic Mind, A.A. and the Program of Recovery, A.A. and God, and The

Meaning of a Spiritual Life.Within each section are personal reflections on topics mentioned in

the Big Book, and commonly heard discussed in A.A. meetings. At the end of the book the

stories “Freedom From Bondage” and “The Keys of the Kingdom” are presented, along with a

sample Eight Week Step Study Guide and general reflections on the 12 Steps, 12 Traditions

and 12 Concepts.We alcoholics have a common problem and a common solution. Our

experiences are unique, but they often overlap. They can be used to help others, as I hope

mine will help another. I’ve written on a few of these topics before and included some of those

narratives in this book, and have added additional personal anecdotes into the mix.Will my

thoughts and experiences really help another alcoholic? I have no idea; maybe they will, and

maybe they won’t. But this is no ego trip for me. When I put pen to paper it helps me stay

emotionally sober and connected to the Fellowship, and I hope with all my heart it might do the

same for another suffering alcoholic.I thank all those in the A.A. Fellowship, including my first

sponsor Dean J. and current sponsor Greg B., who show me on a daily basis how to live a new

way of life free of alcohol, drugs or any other compulsion I might seek to change the way I

feel.We all have a rough trudge at times, and our journey is never complete. But the one-day-at-

a-time approach can keep us sane, sober and serene most days. And for that, we are all

extremely grateful.Information “About the Author” is at the end of this book, and his books

about A.A. are:Here Are The Steps We Took—How to Complete the 12 Steps of A.A. in Eight

Sessions.Practice These Principles—Daily Meditations on the 12 Step Principles of

A.A.Design For Living—Daily Meditations on the 12 Steps of A.A. for Atheists &

Agnostics.Daily Reprieve—A.A. for Atheists & Agnostics, is a daily meditation book on the Big

Book of Alcoholics Anonymous for all A.A. members, not just atheists and agnostics.Gods of

Our Misunderstanding In A.A.—Not Just for Atheists & Agnostics, is a light-hearted romp

through the God-centric world of A.A.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSAs an only child with an

emotionally absent alcoholic father and toxic, psychologically damaged mother, I yearned for a

mentor, or anyone who would love me unconditionally and help guide me on my journey

through childhood and early youth.No savior ever appeared, but there were several people I

believed truly cared for me. Although all of them died decades ago, I am grateful for their

presence during my early life: Warwick, Mrs. Duffy, Clara, Laura Mae, Arch H., Pat M., Robbie

B., Norman W., Charlie L., Dr. Owen O., Albert S., Dr. John B., Louise B., Rev. Stephen D., and

especially Kris H. and Bruce G.TABLE OF

CONTENTSPREFACEACKNOWLEDGEMENTSTABLE OF CONTENTSMy JourneyMemory &

TruthChildhood & YouthDreams & EscapeThe Night My Mother DiedALCOHOLISM &

ADDICTIONBorn A Quart LowObsession & AllergyPerception & AttitudeKing AlcoholThe Four

HorsemenThe Jumping Off PlaceSuicide & DeathLack of PowerAlcoholicsRelapseTHE

ALCOHOLIC MINDDriven by EmotionThe Committee In My HeadSelfishness & Self-

CenterednessPride &

VanityHonestyFearAngerResentmentRevengeDistrustRegretIsolationLonelinessGuilt &

ShameDepressionGreedEnvyLustSlothSelf-PityGriefCompassionIntolerance &

PrejudiceForgivenessResponsibilityHumilityGratitudeALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS & THE



PROGRAM OF RECOVERYThe FellowshipA.A. MeetingsBig Book of Alcoholics

AnonymousRepetition, Repetition, RepetitionBig Book & Twelve Step

StudiesPowerlessnessAcceptance & ComplianceAttitude & PerceptionMoney, Power, Property

& PrestigeCharacter Defects & ShortcomingsCharacter Assets & VirtuesAnonymity &

HumilityHappy, Joyous & FreeDesign For LivingService WorkAl-Anon Family

GroupsALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS & GODSelf-Reliance & DependencyGod Power Higher

PowerSpiritual PowerReligionChurchSpiritualityFaithPrayer &

MeditationSilenceListeningMindfulnessSolitudeSpiritual ExperienceSpiritual AwakeningOur

Will & God’s willWe don’t need God to get sober in A.A.THE MEANING OF A SPIRITUAL

LIFEWeekdays with

B.LifePurposeRelationshipsCommunityFamilyMarriageAgingDeathUniverseLoveFREEDOM

FROM BONDAGETHE KEYS OF THE KINGDOM12 STEPS12 STEPS EIGHT WEEK STUDY

GUIDE12 TRADITIONS12 CONCEPTSABOUT THE AUTHORMY JOURNEYGrowing up an

only child in an alcoholic family was the perfect incubator for an isolated, selfish, self-centered

life. My father shared his alcoholism with his mother (my paternal grandmother Mary), and with

many family members before her. He was a callous, abusive drunk, whom I rarely saw sober. I

was grateful he ignored me, since I was terrified of his rages and unpredictable behavior.My

mother (Edie) was a narcissistic, aggressive, controlling woman, the daughter of a nomadic

World War I veteran. Her love was conditional on how I behaved rather than who I was, and

was withdrawn if I failed to measure up to her standards. She had a mean streak, with a hand

so fast that she could slap you before you knew it was coming. You did what you were told,

kept quiet and never argued. A secluded silence was the safest defense.One of my earliest

childhood memories was sitting at the top of the stairs in my house, watching my enraged

mother chase my drunk father round and round the first floor. Both would whiz by the bottom of

the staircase, picking up speed, dishes and pans flying, and I always wondered if they would

ever run so fast they would just melt away and disappear.The rest of my family was secretive,

insular and somber. None were genuinely affectionate. We were a family bound by blood but

not by love—no touching, no emotion, no tears. I quickly learned to “Don’t talk, don’t trust, don’t

feel” at an early age. We rarely visited each other, although we would occasionally attend

church together during the Christmas and Easter holidays. No matter how often I sat in those

cold pews, I never came to believe in the enigmatic, ethereal God those strangers worshipped.

I was an atheist before I knew what the word meant.Unable to fit in with my family, much less

my peers, I didn’t understand why I couldn’t be a part of rather than apart from. I felt

unappreciated and unloved, and concluded there must be something wrong with me. I knew if I

could figure out what that was, I’d be accepted and able to prove to the world I was important,

just like Bill W. had wanted to do.So I began to behave in ways I thought others wanted me to

behave. I’d put on the pretend mask and become whatever you wanted me to be. Many times it

worked, and I would feel your fleeting love and approval. When that didn’t work, I became

agitated and angry, seeking escape into the fantasy world of my books and expanding

imagination.To my great relief my parents divorced when I was eleven, and I said goodbye to a

menacing alcoholic father I never wanted to see again, and hello to a single mom constantly

frazzled trying to make ends meet with a low wage job and no child support.Entering my teens

I mercifully discovered alcohol. What a magical elixir! My anxiety, anger and fear melted away. I

was on top of the world, riding that magic carpet of peace and contentment. Everyone seemed

to love me, and I was accepted into the herd. I didn’t have to hide my daily drinking, only the

amount I drank. No one cared in those days.Despite my relief from drinking, over time I began

to feel more detached and alone than ever, so I just drank more to forget my woes. My only



pleasure was school. I loved learning things, and wanted to be a physician when I grew up. I

studied hard, was somehow able to balance my drinking with my lessons, finished college and

graduated from my hometown medical school.After moving to the Boston area, I acquired my

first wife along with additional medical training. My hard drinking had not progressed, and I set

up shop to treat and heal the citizens of my local community. Like Dr. Bob, I never drank on the

job, but I drank a lot off the job. So much, in fact, that after ten years my wife filed for divorce

saying “You’re never here for me. All you do is work and drink and I’m sick of it,” as she walked

out the door.I assumed my wife didn’t understand the real me, so I made a geographical move

back home. It was there that I discovered the finest woman I had ever met, and we quickly fell

in love. At that point I decided to overhaul my life by getting honest, accepting that I was

becoming more and more dependent upon alcohol, and that I had to stop drinking “so much.”

And I did. I stopped getting drunk, but I wasn’t emotionally sober.Seven months after we

married my soul mate died of a cancer we discovered the week after our honeymoon. Having

been born eight days apart, we were both 43 years old at the time, and my world collapsed. I

no longer cared about anyone or anything. I hated every living being and had a rage I never

knew possible. My wife was taken from me just as I was starting to get my life back in order,

and someone had to pay.I sought revenge by committing to drink as much as I wanted, and do

whatever I wanted, whenever I wanted. Besides, maybe more alcohol would heal my broken

heart.Somehow I remained employed as my drinking escalated, and after a few more years I

found a new drinking buddy that became wife number three. Even though we were both hard

drinkers, my illness progressed and hers did not. The committee in my head began meeting

constantly, reminding me of yesterday’s misdeeds and fueling tomorrow’s fears. Alcohol

drowned out that guilt and shame, but not for long.One day, out of the blue, I felt that fateful

snap. I woke up from another blackout and realized I had been unconscious for the past three

days while I had out of town guests staying with me. I remembered nothing. I knew then that I

had reached that jumping off place of deep loneliness and despair. Hopeless and helpless, life

was not worth living. With no way out, I was doomed. I was an alcoholic.So I stopped working,

hoping my savings would last until I died of drink. I rarely left the house except to buy booze. I

divorced my wife, cut off my family and friends, never answered the phone, and kept the

television blaring around the clock to keep me distracted whenever I was able to open my

eyes.For days on end I repeatedly stuck a shotgun in my mouth, pleading with myself to pull

the trigger. When that didn’t work, I gave up and resigned myself to living life as a hopeless,

useless drunk. Somehow I’d figure out how to manage each drunken day, and who knows,

maybe tomorrow would be different.After a few more months of self-destruction, I was totally

worn out. I couldn’t stop drinking and I couldn’t kill myself, so what options were left?I knew

about Alcoholics Anonymous, and heard rumors some folks who went in there were spit out

sober. Why not give it a try, I thought? I could go for a few weeks, and if it didn’t work, I could

always return to drinking and embrace the shotgun. My problem was, I truly didn’t know how to

stop drinking. Maybe those folks could tell me.I slid into my first A.A. meeting drunk, but

remembered to ask them how to stop drinking. They explained the one minute at a time, one

day at a time approach that had worked for them, so I tried it. I stayed home alone for a week,

not drinking, fearing I’d have a detoxification seizure, wondering why I couldn’t think

straight.After that first week I started going to as many A.A. meetings as I could each day, and

listened to people tell me how much better their life was sober. When I was introduced to the

12 Steps and Big Book, I noticed both overflowed with God.All the A.A. members told me God

got them sober, and would get me sober too, if I would let Him. When I said I don’t believe in

God, they said “You will.” I wondered “How can I force myself to believe in something that



doesn’t exist, and why should I have to anyway?”My astute sponsor was very supportive when

I told him I had no god, but I knew I could aspire to be a better person through practicing the

spiritual principles of the 12 Steps. So I decided to call my higher power in A.A. the “Principles

of the Twelve Steps,” and found I could easily use them to motivate and guide me through life.

In my mind it all boiled down to the Golden Rule anyway, so it couldn’t be that hard, even for an

atheist that never needed God.After making my amends in Step Nine, my obsession to drink

vanished as a result of doing the step work. After completing all twelve steps, my spiritual

awakening consisted of a permanent change in my attitudes and actions. No longer bound by

guilt and shame over the past, I was mindful of living in just this day, trying to do the next right

thing right using the principles of the 12 Steps, and no longer fearing what tomorrow might

bring. Self-esteem returned. I was much less selfish and self-centered. I felt like a human

being. I fit in with my new herd, called humanity. Free from bondage at last.Today I have the

privilege of being able to spend part of each day touching another alcoholic in some way. By

doing so, I try to help someone stay sober and stay sober myself. It’s a simple recipe for a

simple life, and I couldn’t be happier. I’m comfortable in my own skin, have no resentments and

few fears, and my relationships with my family and fellows, though bumpy at times, are founded

on the love and tolerance Bill W. spoke of in the Big Book. What more could anyone ask for?

MEMORY & TRUTHOnce in a while he may tell the truth. And the truth, strange to say, is

usually that he has no more idea why he took that first drink than you have… The fact is that

most alcoholics, for reasons yet obscure, have lost the power of choice in drink. Our so-called

will power becomes practically nonexistent. We are unable, at certain times, to bring into our

consciousness with sufficient force the memory of the suffering and humiliation of even a week

or a month ago. We are without defense against the first drink. The almost certain

consequences that follow taking even a glass of beer do not crowd into the mind to deter us. If

these thoughts occur, they are hazy and readily supplanted with the old threadbare idea that

this time we shall handle ourselves like other people. There is a complete failure of the kind of

defense that keeps one from putting his hand on a hot stove. [Big Book, There Is A Solution,

p.23]When it came to my drinking, the truth of my memory seemed fairly accurate. I always

remembered why I drank. When the pain of not fitting in with my fellows in a hostile,

inexplicable world became too much to bear, I drank to relieve my agony and forget why I had it

in the first place.Well into my alcoholism I knew by experience that after I took my first drink I

would keep on drinking. Whenever I drank the results never turned out well, but I always hoped

I would not do anything which would be too shameful or embarrassing.I never lost my memory

of my suffering or humiliation of a week or month ago; I just stopped caring. If I drank enough, I

could convince myself my bygone misery wasn’t really that bad, so why worry about it now?

Let’s just have another drink.As I was doing my fourth step I discovered that the facts from my

memory in matters unrelated to taking that first drink were often hazy and distorted, despite my

best efforts.Therefore, we started upon a personal inventory. This was Step Four. A business

which takes no regular inventory usually goes broke. Taking commercial inventory is a fact-

finding and a fact-facing process. It is an effort to discover the truth about the stock-in-trade.

One object is to disclose damaged or unsalable goods, to get rid of them promptly and without

regret. If the owner of the business is to be successful, he cannot fool himself about values. We

did exactly the same thing with our lives. We took stock honestly. [Big Book, How It Works,

p.64]As I went through periodic fourth steps through the years, and as I grow older in sobriety, I

have become convinced that I really don’t know all the facts and truth of my past. I know the

truth of my present moment, but over time memory fades, and somehow my brain fills in those

blank spots with what I want to remember rather than what actually happened.For decades I



had always resented my alcoholic father because he never took me fishing, or anywhere fun

for that matter. There were no pleasurable, memorable father-son outings where we could bond

that I could ever recall, and I hated him for it. I would share that resentment often, and wrote

about it during my fourth step.Then one day my step-mother (Cecile) found some old home

movies my father had taken of me when I was five or six years old. There were scenes of a

family vacation at Stone Mountain, Georgia; scenes of an Easter holiday egg hunt; scenes of a

Sunday dinner with my grandparents; and then a scene pops up of a father and son sitting in a

rowboat on a river with fishing poles in their hands.For so many years I had been so very

wrong, and so resentful, over something my memory told me never happened. We had fished

together after all, and I had the proof in grainy black and white. It was a powerful

lesson.According to research scientists, childhood memories are not as accurate as we think

because the brain fills in gaps when it cannot remember the details. Psychologists have found

that while people can usually remember the “what,” “where,” and “who” of a situation, we

struggle to recall a full mental image. We create fictional early memories by building on stories

we have heard and photographs we have seen. Those fictional memories are as real as those

we have evidence of and therefore know to be true.This means it is questionable whether we

have any “real memories” that can be relied upon at all, because to some degree all our

memories are reconstructions. Rather than re-experiencing an event, we reconstruct it each

time we remember it, based on representations stored in our brains.What seems to happen in

the brain is that when we reactivate stored representations, they become malleable and can be

modified. This allows us to update our memory representations and link them to new, similar

events. It means that our memories change over time, and are updated as we incorporate new

knowledge of how the world works.Does this mean we should dismiss the value of our A.A.

fourth step work? Not at all. Whether our memory today represents the entire truth of what

happened to us in the past or not, it doesn’t matter. What matters is how we perceive our past

today, and how we feel about it.We may not remember exactly how we harmed a specific family

member or friend in the past, but we know we did harm them in some way. This is enough for

us to confess our wrong to another in Step Five, and to offer restitution to the person in Step

Nine. The relief we receive will be the same, despite us forgetting or muddling some of the

details.Although the truths of our past may be vague and imprecise, the truth of our present

need not be. And when we listen to others in the Fellowship, we assume the experiences they

share are truthful, and may be able to benefit us—especially the ones about our inability to

ever drink like gentlemen again.One of the most dangerous delusions we create is that if we

remain sober long enough, we’ll somehow gain enough knowledge to allow us to control our

drinking sometime in the future. How desperately we seize upon this fallacy!Above all, he

believed he had acquired such a profound knowledge of the inner workings of his mind and its

hidden springs that relapse was unthinkable. Nevertheless, he was drunk in a short time. More

baffling still, he could give himself no satisfactory explanation for his fall. So he returned to this

doctor, whom he admired, and asked him point-blank why he could not recover. He wished

above all things to regain self-control. He seemed quite rational and well-balanced with respect

to other problems. Yet he had no control whatever over alcohol. Why was this? He begged the

doctor to tell him the whole truth, and he got it. In the doctor’s judgment he was utterly

hopeless; he could never regain his position in society and he would have to place himself

under lock and key or hire a bodyguard if he expected to live long. That was a great physician’s

opinion. [Big Book, There Is A Solution, p.26]Most of us have believed that if we remained

sober for a long stretch, we could thereafter drink normally. But here is a man who at fifty-five

years found he was just where he had left off at thirty. We have seen the truth demonstrated



again and again: “Once an alcoholic, always an alcoholic.” Commencing to drink after a period

of sobriety, we are in a short time as bad as ever. If we are planning to stop drinking, there

must be no reservation of any kind, nor any lurking notion that someday we will be immune to

alcohol. [Big Book, More About Alcoholism, p.33]Today I know in the depth and core of every

fiber of my being I will never, ever be able to drink normally as long as I live. This unwelcome

and unpleasant fact used to distress and depress me, but no longer does.When I drive by a

billboard advertising a new liquor, or wheel my cart past the beer and wine section in the

grocery store, I may say to myself, “I wish I could try that new bourbon,” or “That import beer

looks really good.” But my next thought is always the same one Dr. Bob had when he thought

of drinking: “The drink looks good, but I’ve lost the privilege of being able to drink.” It’s not my

fault I’m one of the ten percent who have the chronic disease of alcoholism, but I’m eternally

grateful I have a solution which has given me a new and wonderful life.CHILDHOOD &

YOUTHAristotle said, “Give me a child until he is seven and I will show you the man.”When I

was gathering up the fears and resentments of my past for my fourth step for the first time, my

sponsor suggested I start chronologically—from my earliest childhood memories. Try as I

might, I could remember almost nothing before age nine or ten.This seemed abnormal, but I

assumed my memory lapse was due to my constant drinking which somehow erased those

early childhood recollections. When I asked a physician addiction specialist his opinion, he said

my memory loss was not due to alcohol since alcohol doesn’t erase long term memory. He

said I had suppressed those early memories, probably due to some type of childhood trauma. I

was shocked.My childhood memories were unpleasant, but I never thought my childhood was

“that bad.” I had food on the table, a roof over my head, clothes on my back and received an

exceptional education at a local private boy’s school.Little was required of me growing up other

than to do my school work, obey orders, keep my mouth shut, never complain and be thankful I

had it so good. The only other activity which was required of me was regular attendance at

church.I would never describe my parents as religious since they used the church essentially to

enlarge their social and business connections, which I understood. What I did not understand

was why I had to participate, especially since I never believed in God.I did not hide my atheism,

and could relate to Dr. Bob’s church experience. Like Dr. Bob, I kept my pledge to never darken

the door of a church after I left home, other than for weddings and funerals.From childhood

through high school I was more or less forced to go to church, Sunday School and evening

service, Monday night Christian Endeavor and sometimes to Wednesday evening prayer

meeting. This had the effect of making me resolve that when I was free from parental

domination, I would never again darken the doors of a church. This resolution I kept steadfastly

for the next forty years, except when circumstances made it seem unwise to absent myself.

[Big Book, Dr. Bob’s Nightmare, p.172]My father was an adulterous alcohol who rarely stayed

at home, which was fine with me because his drunken rages were terrifying. My mother was

mean, miserable and bitter over her afflicted lot in life, and grew more bitter as she grew older. I

remember she was a “slapper” when she was angry with me; she had the fastest right hand in

the state and could knock you in the head before you saw it coming.I felt no intimacy with any

family member, and we did not discuss the emotional struggles of our lives because to do so

would be a sign of weakness. No personal information from my parent’s childhoods was shared

with me, other than where they had lived and what jobs they held during their adulthood.One

result of my childhood upbringing was that I had no male role models. None of my family

openly expressed love or demonstrated a love of their spouse in public or at family functions

that I saw. I had no idea what a stable, loving relationship looked like, or how to have one as I

grew older.I never blamed my parents or family for my alcoholic lot in life. It was the random



combination of genetics and environment that produced the person I was, and it was A.A. that

released the person I always wanted to be.When I first read the Big Book, I noted that Bill W.

mentions his own childhood only once, which was in “Bill’s Story” on page ten, when his friend

Ebby Thacher visited him: “Childhood memories rose before me. I could almost hear the sound

of the preacher’s voice as I sat, on still Sundays, way over there on the hillside.”I thought it odd

that Bill would omit discussion of his formative years growing up, which had shaped his

adulthood and his alcoholism. Few of Wilson’s personal writings included anything about his

early childhood, although some of his biographies did.During my teenage years all I wanted

was to complete my high school education so I could get away from my parent’s daily torment.

Once out of the house I felt enormous relief, and deeply appreciated my parents partially

supporting me during the additional ten years of education required for me to become a

physician.During my early days I was taught the value of work, and always had some type of

paying job since age fourteen, including when I was in school. I was a conscientious worker

and earned my pay, but still had difficulty fitting in with my fellow workers, who came from a

wide variety of backgrounds. I went along to get along, which included joining them to chug

three beers on our half-hour lunch breaks and, depending on the job, taking nips from a hip

flask during bathroom breaks.Looking back, I never felt I had much love or emotional support

from my parents growing up, or any of my family, except for my maternal grandfather Archibald.

He went completely blind from untreated glaucoma shortly after I was born, and although he

never saw me, we would spend hours at his home in Dayton, Ohio talking about what it had

been like for him growing up in the early 1900s, when he worked as a deputy sheriff in

Arkansas and once encountered Bonnie and Clyde of the infamous Barrow gang after they

robbed the local bank.Because he was blind, he would test his grandchildren’s honesty by

pulling out his wallet and giving them a twenty dollar bill after telling them he was giving them a

five dollar bill. Those that corrected his mistake were honest; those that didn’t were not, and he

remembered. His wife Dorothy, my maternal grandmother, died when I was in my early teens,

and I don’t remember much about her because she hardly ever said a word.My father’s

parents, Bill and Mary, lived in Stamford, Connecticut, and both of them ignored me. Mary was

an closet alcoholic, and Bill worked in New York City, commuting to Manhattan every day at

dawn and returning well after dark. I felt they tolerated my visits, and that was the best they

could manage.My mother’s three sisters Ruth, Delma and Trudy, and their husbands had no

interest in me. I assumed those compliant Catholics were overwhelmed taking care of the

fifteen children they had birthed between them.My mother and her sisters constantly fought

among themselves, and we only visited one of my aunts regularly because of their bad blood.

The reasons for their life-long animosity were never revealed.After my mother remarried I met

my step-father’s parents, Harry and Helen, who lived a few miles from us. Grandfather Harry

was a kind man, and taught me how to shoot pool and develop my own black and white film in

his basement darkroom. His wife was a wonderful cook, and I looked forward to her delicious

home cooked meals. Our relationships were cordial, but never close.Most of my friends

growing up were adults, and I enjoyed spending time with them because they treated me as an

adult. All of the folks below are now dead, but each of them made me feel warm and welcome,

and taught me about living life on life’s terms. For that I remain eternally grateful.1) Clara &

Laura Mae, who were two elderly African-American cleaning ladies who taught me about

morals, ethics, doing the next right thing, and loving our fellows.2) Mrs. Duffy, who took care of

me when I was dropped off at her house for day care while my divorced mother went to work.

She treated me like a favorite child, and made the best peanut butter and jelly sandwiches I’ve

ever had.3) Jimmy, our local mailman, who would let me and my boxer dog Warwick ride with



him in his mail truck as he made neighborhood deliveries.4) Pat Moore, my best friend who

was often teased for his cleft lip, and with whom we would play weekend marathon Monopoly

game tournaments.5) Robbie Becker, my next door best friend and neighborhood playmate

while I was in Stamford, Connecticut where I would visit my grandparents during the summers.

We spent hours at the local swimming pool and exploring the vacant fields at the end of our

street.6) Dr. Owen Ogden, my Pediatrician who encouraged me to attend medical school and

let me spend my Saturdays in his office reading his medical books.7) Louise Reynolds

Belmont, a gorgeous woman and friend of my mother. We spent many long weekends with her

and her alcoholic husband Paul playing bridge, poker and other games.8) Uncle Norman

Wright and his French-Canadian partner Milton Carpentier; both interior designers, musicians,

and gourmet cooks. They were the nicest and funniest two people I had ever met, and made

the best dry martinis in the city.9) The Episcopal Reverends Stephen Davenport and Pittman

McGehee, who took the time to speak with me multiple times on various spiritual and religious

matters.10) Mr. Albert Sbordone, who read, wrote and spoke seven languages, including

Greek and Latin, and was a literary scholar. He was the best high school teacher I ever had.11)

Dr. John Bell, a down-to-earth, commonsense psychiatrist who assured me I wasn’t crazy and

let me go on rounds with him at the local mental hospital since I was planning to become a

physician.Fate and fortune smiled on me after I got older, providing a few lifelong friends who

loved me unconditionally, and I loved them unconditionally. They showed me kindness and love

and just didn’t say the words. They treated me as an individual, and accepted me completely,

warts and all.1) Kristen Hansen, seven years older than me, whom I had known since age five

because our fathers worked together at DuPont and were close friends. Kris was truly my sister

from another mother. There was nothing we would not tell each other, and she knew me better

than anyone else during our fifty years together. A hard drinker and heavy smoker with a heart

of gold, she died of lung cancer at age sixty-two in 2007.2) Bruce Goodwin, who was a brother

to me for the ten years we lived next door to each other during my medical training and

practice in Massachusetts. Bruce taught me how to be true to myself, without shame or guilt.

Sadly, he was a dry alcoholic who committed suicide in 1991 at age forty-five.3) Charlie Lyons,

an interior designer who provided me a room in his home for me and my fiancé to live in while

we were both in medical school. Charlie and I would spend evenings sipping bourbon in front

of his fireplace, discussing love, life, philosophy and God. Charlie co-signed the lease for my

Massachusetts apartment and put up rent money for myself and my finance when we had only

three hundred dollars to our name, which was not enough money for deposit or rent since

hadn’t started working as medical interns. A life-long alcoholic, Charlie died in 1986 at age

sixty-seven.DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIESFor those of us who grew up in a family with a

chemically dependent, mentally ill or abusive parent, we know how hard it is, and we know that

everyone in the family was affected. Over time, the family begins to revolve around maintaining

the status quo—the dysfunction.Rigid family rules and roles develop in dysfunctional families

that help maintain the broken family system and allow the alcoholic or addict to keep using or

the abuser to keep abusing. Understanding some of the family rules that dominate

dysfunctional families can help us break free of these patterns and rebuild our self-esteem and

form healthy relationships.In order to thrive, physically and emotionally, children need to feel

safe, and they rely on a consistent, attuned caregiver for that sense of safety. But in

dysfunctional families, caregivers are neither consistent nor attuned to their children.

Dysfunctional families tend to be unpredictable, chaotic, and often frightening for

children.Children feel safe when they can count on their caregivers to consistently meet their

physical needs (food, shelter, protection from physical abuse or harm), and emotional needs



(acknowledging their feelings and comforting them when they’re distressed). Often, this doesn’t

happen in dysfunctional families because parents can’t, won’t, or don’t fulfill their basic

responsibilities to provide for, protect, and nurture their children. Instead, the child has to take

on these adult responsibilities at an early age.Children also need structure and routine to feel

safe; they need to know what to expect. But in dysfunctional families, children’s needs are often

neglected or disregarded, and there aren’t clear rules or realistic expectations. Sometimes

there are overly harsh or arbitrary rules, and at other times there is little supervision and no

rules or guidelines for the children.In addition, children often experience their parent’s behavior

as erratic or unpredictable. They feel they must walk on eggshells in their own home for fear of

upsetting their parents or unleashing their parent’s rage and abuse. For example, children in

dysfunctional families often describe feeling anxious about coming home from school because

they don’t know what they will find.In dysfunctional families, adults tend to be so preoccupied

with their own problems and pain that they don’t give their children what they need and crave—

consistency, safety, and unconditional love. As a result, children feel highly stressed, anxious,

and unlovable.Dysfunctional families don’t know how to deal with feelings in healthy ways.

Parents who are dealing with their own problems or are taking care of an addicted or

dysfunctional partner don’t have the time, energy, or emotional capacity to pay attention to,

value, or support their children’s feelings. The result is childhood emotional neglect. Children

experience this as, “My feelings don’t matter, so I don’t matter.” This, of course, damages a

child’s self-esteem and causes them to feel unimportant and unworthy of love and

attention.Children in dysfunctional families don’t learn how to notice, value, and attend to their

own feelings. Instead, their focus is on noticing and managing other people’s feelings because

their safety often depends on it. Some children become highly attuned to how their parents are

behaving so they can try to avoid their wrath.For example, a young child might learn to hide

under the bed whenever mom and dad start arguing or a child might learn that consoling mom

after an argument earns her mom’s affection. So, children learn to tune into other people’s

feelings and suppress their own.In addition to ignoring a child’s emotional needs, parents can

also damage a child’s self-esteem with derogatory names and harsh criticism. Young children

believe what their parents tell them. If your father called you stupid, you believed it.As we get

older and spend more time away from our parents, we begin to question some of the negative

things we were told as children. However, much of it sticks with us as adults. The emotional

sting of hurtful words and derogatory messages stays with us even when we logically know we

aren’t stupid, for example.DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILY RULESAs Claudia Black said in her book

It Will Never Happen to Me, alcoholic and dysfunctional families follow three unspoken rules:

Don’t Talk—Don’t Trust—Don’t Feel.I learned from an early age to never, ever talk, trust or feel.

Even today, after over a decade of sobriety, it is difficult for me to talk, more difficult for me to

feel, and almost impossible for me to trust anyone completely.1) Don’t TalkWe don’t talk about

our family problems—to each other or to outsiders. This rule is the foundation for the family’s

denial of their abuse, addiction and illness. The message is to act like everything is fine and

make sure everyone else thinks we’re a perfectly normal family. This is extremely confusing for

children who sense that something is wrong, but no one acknowledges what it is. As a result,

children often conclude that they are the problem. Sometimes they are blamed outright, and

other times they internalize a sense that something must be wrong with them.Because no one

is allowed to talk about the dysfunction, the family is plagued with secrets and shame.

Children, in particular, feel alone, hopeless, and imagine no one else is going through what

they’re experiencing.The don’t talk rule ensures that no one acknowledges the real family

problem. And when the root of the family’s problems is denied, it can never be solved. Health



and healing are never possible with this mindset.2) Don’t TrustChildren depend on their

parents or caregivers to keep them safe, but when we grow up in a dysfunctional family, we

don’t experience our parents and the world as safe and nurturing. And without a basic sense of

safety, children feel anxious and have difficulty trusting anything or anyone.Children don’t

develop a sense of trust and security in dysfunctional families because their caregivers are

inconsistent and undependable. They are neglectful, emotionally absent, break promises and

don’t fulfill their responsibilities. In addition, some dysfunctional parents expose their children to

dangerous people and situations, and fail to protect them from abuse.As a result, children learn

they can’t trust others, including their parents, to meet their needs and keep them safe, which

is the most fundamental form of trust for a child.Difficulty trusting others extends outside the

family as well. In addition to the don’t talk mandate, the don’t trust rule keeps the family

isolated and perpetuates the fear that if you ask for help, something bad will happen, such as

mom and dad will get a divorce, dad will go to jail, or you’ll end up in foster care.Despite how

scary and painful home life is, it’s the devil we know. We’ve learned how to survive there and

disrupting the family by talking to a teacher, counselor or anyone else might make things

worse. So, we don’t seek help because we trust no one.3) Don’t FeelRepressing painful or

confusing emotions is a coping strategy used by everyone in a dysfunctional family. Children in

dysfunctional families witness their parents numbing their feelings with alcohol, drugs, food, or

any number of other unhealthy obsessions. Rarely are feelings expressed and dealt with in a

healthy way. Children may also witness scary episodes of rage. Sometimes anger is the only

emotion they see their parents express. Children quickly learn that trying to express their own

feelings will at best lead to being ignored and at worst lead to violence, blame and shame. So,

children learn to repress their feelings, numb themselves, and try to distract themselves from

the pain.SHAMEShame is pervasive and powerful in dysfunctional families. It’s the feeling we

have when we think there’s something wrong with us—we’re inferior or unworthy. Shame is the

result of family secrets and denial, and being told we’re bad and deserve to be hurt or

neglected.Children in dysfunctional families often blame themselves for their parent’s

inadequacies or being mistreated or ignored. “It’s my fault” is the easiest way for young brains

to make sense of suffocating and scary situations.As adults, part of healing from a

dysfunctional family is unwinding the feeling of shame, and recognizing that our parent’s

shortcomings were not our fault and don’t mean we’re inadequate or unworthy.As an alcoholic

adult, long before I was in A.A., thanks to help from an excellent psychologist, my alcoholic

father and I were able to come to some resolution and forgiveness for our broken years

together. On the other hand, I tried for nine years while in A.A. to develop a personal

connection with my damaged step-father and toxic mother, but failed.ADVERSE CHILDHOOD

EXPERIENCESThere are many types and degrees of dysfunction in families. The defining

feature of a dysfunctional family is that its members experience repetitive trauma. The types of

traumatic childhood experiences many endure are called Adverse Childhood Experiences

(ACEs) and they include living through any of the following during childhood:1) Physical

abuse2) Sexual abuse3) Emotional abuse4) Physical neglect5) Emotional neglect6)

Witnessing domestic violence7) A parent or close family member who is an alcoholic or

addict8) A parent or close family member who is mentally ill9) A parent or close family member

who is incarcerated10) Parents who are separated or divorcedACEs can have permanent

negative effects on health, well-being and opportunity. Adverse experiences increase the risks

of injury, sexually transmitted diseases, maternal and child health problems, teen pregnancy,

domestic violence, sex trafficking, and a wide range of chronic diseases and leading causes of

death such as cancer, stroke, diabetes, heart and lung disease, Alzheimer’s, depression and



suicide.ACEs and associated conditions, such as living in under-resourced or racially

segregated neighborhoods, frequently moving, and experiencing food insecurity can cause

extended or prolonged stress (toxic stress).Toxic stress from ACEs can physically change brain

development and affect attention, decision-making, learning and how we respond to

stress.Children growing up with toxic stress often have difficulty forming healthy and stable

relationships. They usually have unstable work histories as adults and struggle with finances,

jobs, and depression throughout life. These traits can also be passed on to their own

children.Some children may face further exposure to toxic stress from historical and ongoing

traumas due to systemic racism or the impacts of poverty resulting from limited educational

and economic opportunities.My own ACE score was 8, and I feel fortunate it wasn’t higher. 9%

of men and 15% of women have ACE scores of 4 or more, which increases the likelihood of

significant physical and mental problems as noted above.ReferencesDREAMS &

ESCAPEAlcoholics especially should be able to see that instinct run wild in themselves is the

underlying cause of their destructive drinking. We have drunk to drown feelings of fear,

frustration, and depression. We have drunk to escape the guilt of passions, and then have

drunk again to make more passions possible. We have drunk for vain glory—that we might the

more enjoy foolish dreams of pomp and power. This perverse soul-sickness is not pleasant to

look upon. Instincts on rampage balk at investigation. The minute we make a serious attempt to

probe them, we are liable to suffer severe reactions. [Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, Step

Four, p.44]Ever since childhood I rarely wanted to be in the present moment because it was

filled with fear, anger, confusion, regret and anxiety over what would happen next in the chaotic

life of living in an alcoholic, dysfunctional family.I sought escape from the present through

isolation, a vibrant imagination and reading books. Books would take me to places I could only

imagine, allowing me to forget the ugly reality of the moment.I welcomed night time sleep

because my dreams would take me to fascinating, faraway places where I was usually safe

and secure; just another way to escape the nightmare of living in the day.Dreams are our only

conduit into our subconscious. I take dreams seriously, but not too seriously, and value their

personal meaning.Over time I noticed a pattern in my dreams, especially after I got sober. In

most of them I was lost and trying to get Home, wherever that was. At times I searched

endlessly to find a way out of a subterranean New York City subway or sewer system. Several

times I was trapped in a massive, empty industrial warehouse or cement manufacturing plant,

unable to find an exit. Often I could see the exit, but I would never reach it, or something would

be blocking my path. The sense of panic, fear and complete helplessness was overwhelming.

In none of my dreams do I ever find my way out, and end with me waking up sweating and

shaking.I know that Home in dreams represents my true self and true identity, and that I would

encounter obstacles along the way, often getting stuck or diverted from my path.Obstacles in

dreams invite me to inventory where I am in my life, and if I’m feeling “stuck,” whether in my

recovery process, my self-esteem, my relationships with friends and family, my emotional

sobriety, my job, or my marriage.Is there anything standing between where I am now and

where I strive to be? Am I being held back by old habits or beliefs that no longer serve me? Do

I have a task before me that seems insurmountable? Are my conscious goals in conflict with

my internal fears or insecurities?I believe my feelings and actions in dreams helps me

understand the best way to address any obstacles in my journey through life. When I adjust my

approach in real life, I look for how my dreams change to give me feedback on whether my

efforts to improve my life are working.I’ll share two of my most recent dreams about going

Home.CRUISING DREAMIt’s dusk. I’m on a cruise ship headed for Home, alone in a vast

dining room after dinner and the staff is clearing up. I walk over to the dessert buffet line where



they had crepes, and I ask the server for one.The next thing I know I’m alone on the stern deck

about fifty feet above the water. It’s still dusk; a beautiful, slightly overcast cloudy night with a

gentle breeze, and I am standing at the corner of the stern railing. Three young boys appear

and are playing with each other, telling me about swimming in the ocean and all the fun things

they are doing on their cruise. They act like it is their ship.When I turn around there is a dark,

thin, beautiful woman with long black hair speaking in another language to the boys, which are

hers, and they run off. When I look down, all the boys are swimming in the ocean in the wake of

the cruise ship, which is barely moving forward.Looking down, I see the water level deck where

the boys jumped off, and in the water they have thin ropes attached from the ship to their wrists

so they won’t drift off. As the ship speeds up, I yell down to them to be careful and get back on

board so they won’t drown in the ship’s wake.Looking back up, a tall, dark handsome man in a

white tropical suit is standing beside me, looking at the boy’s mother who had reappeared. I

knew we both wanted to be with her, and I got jealous knowing I would have to act quickly

before he did in order to charm her into my bed. Just as I started to speak to the woman, the

dream dissolved and I woke up.I didn’t know who any of the players were, or where I was

except somewhere in warm Mediterranean waters.DEATH DREAMIt’s a beautiful day. My entire

dream is visual, vibrant and in full color, but with no sound.I’m heading Home from some rural

town in the countryside, riding in a car returning with a group of people. We finished our visit (I

had no idea why or what we visited, or who the other people in the car were), and are going

home via a scenic country road.The next thing I know I am driving the car alone, leisurely

going up and down the back road hills. The sun is bright and the cloudless sky a deep blue.I

am lost. On the left a few hundred feet off to the side I see a four-lane freeway, and I am

paralleling it on my road. Every few miles there are on and off access ramps to and from the

freeway, but I’m not sure if I should get on one of them. I strain to read the green directional

signs on the highway as I pass them so I will know where I’m headed, or what direction I’m

going, but I can’t make any of them out. All I know is I just have to get Home.I decide to drive

onto the freeway using one of the on-ramps so I can see the road signs better, but as I ride

under them, they are all blank,so I quickly exit the freeway and return back onto the same

country lane I was on before, going in the same direction.Suddenly I am riding my bicycle; the

car I had been driving has vanished. I feel no leg strain, movement, wind or noise as I pedal up

and down the country hills. I come to a tiny four way intersection with stop signs. On the right,

across the intersection, is an old-style pump gas station with a man sitting on the curb

entrance to the station. No one else is around, nor are there other cars, or any traffic noise.I

stop, get off the bike, lay it down on the pavement and walk over to speak with the man to ask

for directions. The man is pale white with blond hair, and does not look familiar.He never stops

staring at me as I approach him. When I get directly in front of him, I start speaking to him,

asking for directions back to my home town. He sits there and keeps staring at me, saying

nothing. I keep talking, and he keeps starring, and he seems to be looking through me.I get

frustrated at his lack of response, turn around, and see about a dozen people with long dark

overcoats on this hot summer day standing in a tight circle around the spot I had laid down my

bicycle at the edge of the intersection. Their overcoats block my view, but they are bent over

looking at something on the ground.As I push my way through the crowd I see a large, black

tarp covering my bicycle. When I lift up the tarp, I see myself lying dead on top of the bike,

although I couldn’t see my face. I just know it is me, and that I am dead. While I stare at myself

on the ground panic sets in, and I start chattering rapidly to the circle of people around me

whose faces I can’t see, asking them what was going on. No one looks at me or answers me. I

am invisible to them.Now I know for certain that I am dead, and become terrified, thinking to



myself “Can I really be dead? Is this what it’s like to be dead?” I was scared, but didn’t panic. I

don’t think the reality of my death had totally sunk in, but it did a few seconds later. I was so

shaken I immediately woke up from the dream.That was the first time in my life I remember

having a dream where I truly believed I had died and didn’t know I was dreaming during the

dream.What have I learned from these two dreams?In the cruising dream, I cannot control my

journey. I was not the Captain steering the ship, nor the Navigator plotting the course. I was

heading Home, but was just along for the ride.My voyage was marked by lustful temptation,

much like the sexy sirens that tempted Odysseus in Homer's Odyssey. And there was the

danger of the boys drowning in the churning wake of the cruise ship, which made me think of

the story of Odysseus navigating the straits between Scylla and Charybdis. Scylla was a six-

headed monster who, when ships passed, swallowed a sailor with each head, and Charybdis

was an enormous whirlpool that threatened to swallow his entire ship. Lust, envy, danger and

risk are all part of a life we can’t control, but if we are grounded we can embrace and engage

with those risks in a healthy manner.In the death dream, I was peacefully trying to get Home

on a beautiful day. The next thing I know I’m dead. Perhaps this was a reminder that my destiny

is not in my control, and that I can pass from this world suddenly, without notice, at any time.

For me, it’s a reminder to live each day one day at a time in the best manner I can, because

today could easily be my last.Struggling to “Get Home” is such a classic and common dream,

and each dream suggests to me that I continue to examine my waking journey in life, and

continue to connect with the 12 Step process and principles I try to follow each day.THE

NIGHT MY MOTHER DIEDNovember 15, 2019A few minutes ago I listened to a late night

voice message from a long forgotten acquaintance of my parents who told me my mother Edie

had died several hours ago. I was her only child.Curiously, I had been thinking about my

mother today, not out of affection but for some cosmic reason I remembered her 91st birthday

was three days ago. I had always told myself she would easily outlive me because she was too

mean to die.We hadn’t spoken or seen each other in years, despite living in the same town a

few miles apart. We had such a toxic relationship that after I left home as a teenager I refused

to visit or speak with her for twenty-five years before making one last effort. That attempt lasted

nine long years as I tried to develop some type of connection with her. We both failed, although

I know each of us was trying as best as we were able.I always loved my mother, but never liked

her. She raised me as well as she could while living with my alcoholic father, who abused her

physically and me emotionally. She taught me morals, ethics, the power of education, and the

obligation to work hard in order to achieve that all-American dream of prosperity and self-

sufficiency.I also learned from her that how the world judged me was more important that how I

judged myself. I learned how to keep secrets and hide emotions because failure to do so would

make me weak and vulnerable, and others would take advantage of me. I learned to suffer the

vicissitudes of life quietly and silently, although she told me that taking revenge on those who

had harmed me was permitted as long as they never found out about it.My mother taught me

nothing about loving relationships, having fun, laughing out loud, being uninhibited, or dancing

like no one was watching. I existed to conform to the person my mother wanted me to be, not

to who I was.Mother’s love was severely conditional, and had nothing to do with finishing all the

food on my plate. It required I comply with her directions on what I said and the manner in

which I said it, how I dressed, how I looked, how I behaved, who I associated with, what school

I attended, who I dated, who I married, what jobs I took, and when I breathed.I suppose she

meant well, but her smothering, suffocating over-protection squeezed any life or pleasure out of

my body. She taught me to live by her motto of: “Don’t talk, Don’t trust, Don’t feel.” Had I stayed

around her much longer, she would have absorbed my soul.I had always wanted a loving,



mature relationship with my mother. I spent thousands of dollars on therapy and years trying to

find some common ground between us other than our genes and broken past. I knew she was

a callous, wounded soul, but she revealed no insight into her past when I gently probed those

areas. Her parents and siblings were well known to me as a child—so kind—but so cold. I felt

no love between any of her relatives, including those that were married to each other, and felt

none of them ever loved me.As I grew older, I had no idea how to have an unconditional, loving

relationship with anyone, in part because I never experienced it nor was exposed to it. Much

later in life I had a few glimpses, but my inability to completely trust another human being often

got in the way. Eventually I was able to talk and feel, but absolute trust in another person

remains a step too far.Long ago I gave up being angry and blaming my mother for my own

miserable alcoholic life, which was at its worst for the ten years prior to my sobriety. My

alcoholic father died in 2002 from his illness, and I still remember the call I received from my

loving step-mother Cecile who blurted out, “Your Daddy’s dead,” as soon as I picked up the

phone.My mother divorced my father when I was eleven, and I happily never saw him again for

the next twenty-five years. When I was in my thirties I still struggled with “childhood issues,”

and my therapist suggested I give my father a call and put an end to my angst, which I did. Our

reunion went well despite his alcoholism and my hard drinking, and he shared some of his own

secrets which helped me reconcile our old childhood issues.I shared my secrets too, and it was

a gift for us both. Although we didn’t know it, we did a personal inventory man-to-man and

admitted to each other the nature of our wrongs. We had twelve more treasured years together

before his alcoholic death.I have no guilt or tears for my mother; just an immense sadness we

failed to know and enjoy each other as a mother and son might have in another time and place.

We were absolutely miserable when we were together, even though we always pretended we

weren’t.I couldn’t fulfill any of my mother’s emotional needs, nor could she fulfill any of mine.

Such a loss. In my mind my mother had died long ago, and few fond memories exist of our

years together. I always wished for her happiness, and still wish for it tonight, wherever she

may be. The grief I feel is for what might have been, but neither of us was able to change our

past nor embrace our present.Today, I have no relationship with my step-father, who married

my mother when I was thirteen. He is an insecure, lost, angry, bitter man, despite his façade of

professionalism and caring. He lives a totally selfish, self-centered life, devoid of interest,

compassion or empathy for others. One night when we were discussing social justice, he told

me his philosophy of life was if he wasn’t personally affected by something, he cared nothing

about it.From years of observation my parent’s relationship was never healthy, balanced, or

loving. I always believed my step-father married a woman who would be his surrogate mother,

and my mother wanted a servant to give her approval and a personal assistant to do her

bidding. This may sound harsh and resentful, but I can’t hide or deny my experience, or the

way I feel.Two days after my mother’s death I received a four sentence letter from my step-

father suggesting I might want to say goodbye to my mother since she had been sick for some

time and was receiving Hospice care. I believe my step-father tried to love me and my mother

as best he was able, but he was emotionally damaged like so many of us. I am truly sorry for

his loss after fifty-three years of their marriage.The six sentence obituary my step-father placed

in the newspaper simply gave my mother’s name, the city where she was born, my name as

son and his as husband, and that her burial would be private. No photo, no age, no visitation,

no funeral, no burial service and nothing personal about her life or other family was shared. It’s

like she never existed.Years ago my step-father showed me the plot at the cemetery where

they will be laid side by side, and it is on a hillside overlooking a small lake. At least one of

them has finally found some peace.ALCOHOLISM & ADDICTIONThe subject presented in this



book seems to me to be of paramount importance to those afflicted with alcoholic addiction. I

say this after many years experience as Medical Director of one of the oldest hospitals in the

country treating alcoholic and drug addiction. [Big Book, The Doctor’s Opinion, p. xxv]The

tremendous fact for every one of us is that we have discovered a common solution. We have a

way out on which we can absolutely agree, and upon which we can join in brotherly and

harmonious action. This is the great news this book carries to those who suffer from

alcoholism. [Big Book, There Is A Solution, p.17]Alcoholism and addiction are chronic brain

diseases. Period.Almost 10% of the U.S. population suffers from some type of addiction. As a

retired Internal Medicine physician with no formal credentials in addiction medicine, I try to

keep up with the current medical literature and know that one major component of alcoholism

involves massive changes in our brain chemistry.When I think back to why I really started

drinking, I never wanted to get drunk and pass out. I simply wanted to feel more a part of

whatever group of people I was with at the time. I wanted to feel connected to my fellow human

beings; I wanted their approval and acceptance. I wanted to feel comfortable in my own skin.

Being perpetually restless, irritable and discontented, I just wanted to feel normal. I wanted to

be on a level emotional playing field with my peers.When I learned that drinking initially

increases dopamine and serotonin, some feel good brain chemicals, it started to make sense

to me. As one professional explained, I was born “a quart low” with some of those brain

chemicals, and had spent a lifetime trying to find anything that would boost my chemicals up to

the “normal” level so that I’d be playing on the same team as everyone else. Compared to

others around me, I felt like I was living life slightly out of focus, and doomed to be perpetually

drowsy, or never fully awake so I could be present, be in the moment, and participate in the

day.My professional friend was right. As a teenager, I discovered that a variety of activities

seemed to add a quart or so to my emotional dopamine reservoir. Certain drugs, gambling,

food, sex, caffeine, nicotine, exercise, sports, shopping, stealing, overworking, reckless driving,

risky behavior and family conflict worked to some extent, but alcohol rocketed me up to that

normal level quicker and better than anything else, so I stuck with it.My problem is, of course,

that I’ll always be a quart low. My natural state will forever be restless, irritable and

discontented. I have the perpetual “divine dissatisfaction” that Father Ed Dowling recognized in

Bill Wilson, so I need to find something other than alcohol to keep nudging my brain chemicals

into the “I feel pretty normal” range.Once I entered A.A., stopped drinking, completed the 12

Step work, had a spiritual awakening resulting in a change in my attitudes and actions, and

began sponsoring other alcoholics, I started to feel more at ease with people both inside and

outside the Fellowship. I wasn’t cured of my illness, but it became much more manageable, and

I found I could begin to enjoy my new life and actually have fun without liquor.I’m not sure if my

brain chemicals ever rise to a normal level today, but I know that I feel a lot better after every

A.A. meeting I attend, and after spending time with my friends inside and outside of the

Fellowship.BORN A QUART LOWFor as long as I could remember growing up I felt like I didn’t

fit in with my peers, and assumed that I was simply different. I marched to the beat of a

different drummer, and presumed that was just a normal part of the growing up process.

Despite my rationale, my inability to connect with the kids in the neighborhood, the students at

school, or anyone else for that matter, bothered me—a lot.Over time I began to suspect my

failure to relate to others meant there was something wrong with me, so I began to withdraw

into my own fantasy world. Isolation protected me from the worry of my perceived failure, and

as an only child I had long ago learned how to amuse myself in seclusion.All I ever wanted was

to be able to fit in with others; to become a part of the herd. I just wanted to feel normal, like

everyone else I saw around me. There was no desire to be better than anyone, or to be the big



shot. I wanted to be recognized and liked, but didn’t care if I wasn’t the most popular kid on the

block.My grumbling, low level anxiety led to a chronic, low level depression. My parents and

pediatrician called it teenage angst, and said it was normal. But even on my best day I never

felt up to par; I was always a bit “less than,” and could never understand why. So I tried to

accept it, live with it, and would tell myself, “that’s just who I am.”When I started drinking at age

ten or eleven, I was shocked to discover that not only did I feel physically relaxed, but my

anxiety, depression and emotional stress disappeared. When I drank more, I began to feel like

a real human being, and was no longer excluded from my herd. I fit in, and it was a wonderful

feeling.Unfortunately, I learned over time that I was unable to drink like others because there

were times I couldn’t stop drinking when I really wanted to, and I was unable to stop drinking

altogether—even after the alcohol stopped working to relieve my anxiety. A.A. taught me that I

had a medical illness called alcoholism, and treatment was available.Men and women drink

essentially because they like the effect produced by alcohol. The sensation is so elusive that,

while they admit it is injurious, they cannot after a time differentiate the true from the false. To

them, their alcoholic life seems the only normal one. They are restless, irritable and

discontented, unless they can again experience the sense of ease and comfort which comes at

once by taking a few drinks—drinks which they see others taking with impunity. After they have

succumbed to the desire again, as so many do, and the phenomenon of craving develops, they

pass through the well-known stages of a spree, emerging remorseful, with a firm resolution not

to drink again. This is repeated over and over, and unless this person can experience an entire

psychic change there is very little hope of his recovery. [Big Book, The Doctor’s Opinion,

p.xxvi]As a physician, I knew that alcoholism was an addiction to the drug alcohol, but I wanted

to learn the current state of medical knowledge about my illness, hoping that understanding

would bring more hope and encourage me to stick with the A.A. program.The American

Society of Addiction Medicine defines addiction (alcoholism) as not only a behavioral disorder,

but also as a brain disease that impacts brain chemistry and circuitry, and results in compulsive

drug-seeking and drug-using behaviors that interfere with daily functioning.Scientists estimate

that genetic factors account for about half of a person’s vulnerability to addiction, with the other

half being environmental factors that affect how those genes are expressed.In the human

brain, all roads lead to dopamine.Dopamine is a key part of the brain’s major reward

neurotransmitter pathway. Reward circuitry, the cascade of neurotransmission in the brain that

leads to the release of dopamine, is kicked off by any pleasurable experience. Everything from

eating, having sex and even skydiving can get it going.The point of the reward circuitry is to

positively reinforce actions that promote the survival of the species. During what our brain

perceives to be beneficial actions, dopamine’s release makes our brains “happy,” thus

encouraging us to do it again. Though “extreme actions” inherently don’t promote survival, and

in fact endanger it, the rush to preserve life causes the release of dopamine and consequently

pleasure.Alcohol and drugs play on this system and can destroy it with enough use, creating a

permanent craving that results in addiction.Pleasure produced from recreational alcohol and

drug abuse occurs because most of those drugs target the brain’s reward system by flooding

the circuits with dopamine. When some drugs like cocaine are taken, they can release up to

ten times the amount of dopamine as natural responses. Those effects on the brain’s pleasure

circuit dwarfs those produced by natural rewards such as food and sex.For about a third of the

population, genetics is a factor when it comes to alcoholism and addiction, and genes can

increase the odds of addiction. Adverse genetic factors result in deficient dopamine brain

function, making us feel “a quart low” all the time.Most of the affected population simply lives

with their “quart low” feelings without turning to drugs or alcohol, but about one-fourth of this



group ends up addicted. We take drugs and alcohol, which in turn increases our brain

dopamine levels and we feel better, or at least “normal.” When we take higher and more

frequent doses of drugs and alcohol, we feel “above normal.”Once again, addictive drugs and

alcohol hijack our reward system and use it against us. When drugs and alcohol find their way

into our reward system, they cause the brain to be flooded with dopamine (or serotonin), two

feel-good brain chemicals.Taking drugs or alcohol is rewarded by our brain and it feels good.

Even though the intellectual part of our brain knows these drugs are harmful to our health and

life, it’s difficult to override the intense reward coming from our emotional brain. We begin to

crave that extreme pleasure again, and nothing else helps us achieve it other than the specific

drugs or alcohol we’ve been consuming.Unfortunately, our magic carpet ride doesn’t continue

forever, and as we take more and more alcohol or drugs over time, the brain ultimately adjusts

(down-regulates) to the overwhelming and repetitive surges in dopamine by actually producing

less dopamine. Now we’re screwed.Our brain’s rebellious response results in an abnormally

low dopamine function, driving up our level of craving, and results in a reduced ability to

perceive pleasure—all contributing to the vicious cycle of addiction—more obsession, more

craving and less reward.Once our brain chemistry is physiologically disrupted, we develop a

change in our personality and develop destructive behaviors that didn’t previously

exist.Common addictive behaviors include:1) An overwhelming obsession for drugs and/or

alcohol.2) Even if our use of alcohol or drugs are causing major problems in our life, we

continue to use them.3) We engage in the addictive activity over and over and have no ability

to stop. We have lost all control.4) When we do stop, we experience physical withdrawal

symptoms.5) We deny there’s any problem and defend our addictive behavior, making excuses

so we can continue with our addiction related activity.6) We hide addictive behaviors from our

friends and loved ones.7) We frequently experience blackouts.8) Our depression worsens due

to dopamine reduction and other detrimental neuro-chemical brain changes resulting from our

addiction.9) We develop low self-esteem, and our anxiety and depression increases.For the

third time, so it sinks in, let’s review and repeat how drugs and alcohol steal our body and

soul.Addiction is a brain disease triggered by the repetitive use of drugs that changes the

biochemistry and anatomy of neurons, and alters the way they work. Scientists have developed

a basic model of addiction that presents these changes as the desperate attempt of the brain

to carry on business-as-usual—to make neurons less responsive to the drugs and so restore

homeostasis—all while under a massive chemical siege.The adaptations the drugs force on

the brain can be long term or even permanent. With sustained alcohol or drug use, the brain

adapts to this saturation bombardment, and giving up drugs leaves it bereft and demanding a

return to the new homeostasis. Thus, even the brains of people who have quit using drugs and

urgently wish to stay clean and sober remain vulnerable to relapse for a lifetime. Deprived

addicts are no longer seeking drugs to get high; they just want to feel normal.Addictive drugs,

including alcohol, provide a shortcut to the brain’s reward system by flooding the nucleus

accumbens with dopamine. Addictive drugs can release two to ten times the amount of

dopamine that natural rewards do, and they do it more quickly and reliably.Over time, drugs

become less rewarding, and craving for the drug takes over. The brain adapts to the effects of

the drug, called tolerance, and because of these brain adaptations, dopamine has less impact.

People who develop an addiction find that the drug no longer gives them as much pleasure as

it used to, and find they must take greater amounts of the drug more frequently to feel

better.Even after decades of abstinence, encounters with drug cues, things in the environment

that are associated with previous drug experiences, cause dopamine to activate the reward

system, and can rekindle powerful urges to take the drug.We can make lifestyle changes to



increase our dopamine levels naturally, such as engaging in well known dopamine-enhancing

activities such as physical exercise, adequate sleep and sunlight, massage, meditation,

hobbies, music, dancing, socializing with (sober) friends, weight reduction if overweight, and

goal planning.There is vigorous debate about the effectiveness of eating specific foods or using

vitamin and mineral supplements to increase dopamine levels.ADDICTION vs.

COMPULSIONAddictions and compulsions are intertwined and reward is one major distinction

between an addiction and compulsion.An addiction is, by definition, a form of compulsion, and

both addictions and compulsions involve operant reinforcement. However, in addiction, the

desire and motivation to use a substance or engage in a behavior arises because it is

rewarding. Addictions are easily formed behaviors that offer temporary physical or

psychological relief from stress, anxiety or pain, but are characterized primarily by an inability

to discontinue a substance or behavior despite their negative consequences.A compulsion,

sometimes called a process addiction, is a repetitive, ritualistic behavior that a person performs

without rational motivation. Compulsive acts and behaviors offer temporary relief from anxiety.

The need to reduce anxiety is what drives the compulsive behavior. Sometimes this anxiety

takes the form of obsessive thoughts related to the compulsive behavior (fear of germs and

hand-washing), but often the compulsive behavior has no clear relation to anything in particular

(the need to walk all the way around one's car clockwise before getting in).Many people exhibit

habitual behavior, but compulsions and addictions refer to those instances where the behaviors

disrupt an individual's ability to function.It’s all a matter of degree, motive, intent and outcome

whether or not an activity can be classified as addictive or compulsive, and there are many

grey areas in diagnosis.COMMON ADDICTIONSAlcoholTobaccoCaffeinePrescription drugs

including opioids, sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics like sleeping pills and tranquilizers;

heroin, cannabis, amphetamines, hallucinogens, inhalants, phencyclidine and

others.COMMON COMPULSIONSSexFood

(eating)GamblingShoppingExerciseWorkHoardingPain (seeking)CuttingSocial

mediaPornography (attaining, viewing)Computer / Internet (excessive use)Video

gamesSpiritual obsession (as opposed to religious devotion)Intermittent explosive disorder

(aggressive and assaultive acts)Kleptomania (compulsive stealing)Pyromania (compulsive

setting of fires)OBSESSION & ALLERGYWhen we were desperate for a drink and would go to

any length to get our next one, we never thought of ourselves as having an obsession or

allergy. We were just restless, irritated or bored about something, and knew a drink would help

dissipate those feelings.If alcohol was not readily available, which was rare since we hid and

stockpiled it everywhere, we would became progressively agitated and angry. Occasionally we

could distract ourselves with other drugs, shopping or sex, but those temporary measures

could not replace our need for alcohol for long.In A.A. we learn there are two phases to our

drinking dilemma: first, the decision that precedes our first drink, and second, the necessity to

keep drinking after we take that first drink.THAT FIRST DRINKDrinking is nothing more than

learned behavior, and in the beginning, is totally normal. If something works, we keep doing it

until the harm outweighs the benefit. What drove most of us to drink in the first place was

knowing, by practice and experience, that we would receive a sense of ease and comfort for

whatever was bothering us at the moment if we took a drink. Many of us made this discovery

during our teenage years, and it worked every time until it stopped working or disagreeable

consequences began piling up.Once we began to suffer adverse consequences from our

drinking, we had to convince ourselves that taking that first drink was still a good idea. This

required some mental gymnastics, and reflected the insanity of our disease. Our peculiar

mental twist in justifying that first drink was that we would be able to control the results of our



drinking and the amount we drank—this time.In short order our need to drink became an

obsession to drink. We had to start drinking; it was no longer an option, regardless of

outcome.When he sees you know all about the drinking game, commence to describe yourself

as an alcoholic. Tell him how baffled you were, how you finally learned that you were sick. Give

him an account of the struggles you made to stop. Show him the mental twist which leads to

the first drink of a spree. We suggest you do this as we have done it in the chapter on

alcoholism. If he is alcoholic, he will understand you at once. He will match your mental

inconsistencies with some of his own. [Big Book, Working With Others, p.91]For most normal

folks, drinking means conviviality, companionship and colorful imagination. It means release

from care, boredom and worry. It is joyous intimacy with friends and a feeling that life is good.

But not so with us in those last days of heavy drinking. The old pleasures were gone. They

were but memories. Never could we recapture the great moments of the past. There was an

insistent yearning to enjoy life as we once did and a heartbreaking obsession that some new

miracle of control would enable us to do it. There was always one more attempt—and one

more failure. [Big Book, A Vision For You, p.151]AFTER THAT FIRST DRINKWhat separates

us alcoholics from regular folks is not just our obsession that drives us to drink, even when we

know things will not turn out well, but our “allergy to alcohol.“We never considered we had an

allergy to alcohol because we had never heard of this phrase. But it does make sense. Nine out

of ten people can drink as much as they want whenever they want, and stop temporarily or

permanently if desired or required. For us, we can’t, because we are allergic to alcohol in the

sense that the more we drink the more we want to drink. After that first drink, we crave more

alcohol. If we don’t take that first drink, by definition we can’t crave more. We retain the

obsession to take a drink, but the bodily physiological craving is absent.The doctor’s theory

that we have an allergy to alcohol interests us. As laymen, our opinion as to its soundness may,

of course, mean little. But as ex-problem drinkers, we can say that his explanation makes good

sense. [Big Book, The Doctor’s Opinion, p.xxiv]We believe, and so suggested a few years ago,

that the action of alcohol on these chronic alcoholics is a manifestation of an allergy; that the

phenomenon of craving is limited to this class and never occurs in the average temperate

drinker. These allergic types can never safely use alcohol in any form at all; and once having

formed the habit and found they cannot break it, once having lost their self-confidence, their

reliance upon things human, their problems pile up on them and become astonishingly difficult

to solve.[Big Book, The Doctor’s Opinion, p.xxvi]All these, and many others, have one symptom

in common: they cannot start drinking without developing the phenomenon of craving. This

phenomenon, as we have suggested, may be the manifestation of an allergy which

differentiates these people, and sets them apart as a distinct entity. It has never been, by any

treatment with which we are familiar, permanently eradicated. The only relief we have to

suggest is entire abstinence. [Big Book, The Doctor’s Opinion, p.xxviii]The lesson we learn is

that if we don’t take that first drink, we won’t get drunk and we won’t crave more which keeps

us drinking.So it is our obsession to drink which is the real problem. How can we get rid of our

obsession? That is what A.A. and the Big Book are all about. We learn how to substitute or

replace alcohol with more sane and healthy solutions for dealing with life on life’s

terms.PERCEPTION & ATTITUDEEven in the year 2020, the general public perceives

alcoholism and addiction as either a disease or a choice. Addicts and alcoholics are either sick,

or they are weak and morally deficient. Although there is abundant medical and scientific

evidence defining alcoholism and addiction as chronic, progressive, ultimately fatal diseases if

left untreated, there are countless people who still reject the disease concept.In the 1930s, as

A.A. was being formed, the common view of alcoholism was no better expressed than through



the movies of the day.In the 1932 pre-code film “The Famous Ferguson Case,” starring Joan

Blondell, the main character described his alcoholism to another woman he was trying to

seduce.Man: In the first place, I’m what’s laughingly known as a chronic alcoholic. Oh, I seldom

develop the yellow-spotted [jaundice / liver failure] staggers and I can talk at all times, but I do

get awfully drunk now and then, and it’s more often now than then.
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